Music: culture through digital technologies
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15:30-16:00 Connecting diverse humanities datasets with CIDOC-CRM
Erin Canning, British Centre for Advanced Literary Scholarship (BCLAS)
Online

16:00-16:35 Use of Artificial Intelligence and Edge-Computing in the Museum Domain
Walter Koch, Gottfried-Koch AT Angewandte Informationswirtschaft Forschungsgesellschaft mbH
Online

16:35-17:10 Why is the dog green? Using a chatbot interface to find out what museum visitors really want to know
Louise Schubotz, Oliver Gustke Linos Medium; Aaron Ruß, Dr. Stefan Schaffer German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI)
Online

19:30-21:30 Iberoamerican panel
Panel holds a keynote presentation by Marcela Covarrubias entitled "Documentation, archives, and exhibition design", followed by contributions by ICOM Argentina, ICOM Brazil, ICOM Chile, ICOM Guatemala, ICOM Mexico, ICOM Portugal, ICOM Spain and ICOM ICEE (Exhibitions Exchange) to discuss the strategies to support symbiosis between exhibition design and documentation.
Hybrid
IN SPANISH
Register here.

PANEL // ESTONIAN FILM MUSEUM
16:35-17:10

Social event
19:00-21:00
Tour of the permanent exhibition “Freedom Without Borders” – exhibition about occupation, resistance, freedom, and recovery.

SESSION 1 // ESTONIAN FILM MUSEUM
10:00-12:00
Annual General Meeting
On-site

SESSION 2 // ESTONIAN FILM MUSEUM
13:00-13:45
SAFEHOTEL: Safeguarding Heritage in a Digital Domain in Times of Conflict
Aparna Tandon, Senior Programme Leader, First Aid and Resilience for Cultural Heritage in Times of Crisis | Sustaining Digital Heritage, Programmes Unit, ICCROM
Online

13:45-16:45
Saving Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Online (SUCHO): An Archiving Race Against Time
Andreas Siegert, SUCHO team volunteer
Online

16:45-19:15
The 4CH EU project and the EUM (Save the Ukraine Monuments) initiative
Prof. Franco Niccolucci, Technology Director 4CH
Online

16:55 / Coffee break / Estonian Film Museum

PANEL // ESTONIAN FILM MUSEUM
16:00-17:00
Closing panel
Trille Navarrete, Gordon McIntyre, Indrek Ibrus, Aparna Tandon (online), Manvi Seth (online)
Hybrid

SOCIAL EVENT
19:30-22:30
Kalamaja community museum has been a joint project with the people living in the area. Tour of the permanent exhibition “IVillage in the Middle of the City. Stories about Kalamaja”, DJ, snacks and wine.